
Designed to work. Made to last.

KEY FEATURES

 Made in Australia

 Strong bonded design 

 No exposed brackets 

 Easily installed - Easily 
cleaned

 Substantially reduces sun 
glare

 Assist maximising 
attention to driving 

 Additional visual presence 
in darkness 

 Easily removed  
(if necessary)

 Designed to channel 
airflow

 Won’t cause cab damage

 Easily painted  
(if required)

SUNVISORS  
4 ISUZU TRUCKS
STYLE & SAFETY

Australian conditions make the installation of truck Sunvisors very popular.  
Most aftermarket options available are not only ugly, but dramatically interfere with 
the trucks aerodynamic styling and can be noisy.

Aeroz-Products has developed a “euro-style” fully moulded Sunvisor for the Isuzu 
N-Series and F-Series that not only does the job of protecting occupants from sun 
glare, but is also designed as ‘flow through’ enabling enhanced aerodynamics, 
assisting both stability and efficiency.

The Aeroz-Products Isuzu Sunvisors are made using an in-mould Isuzu white 
computer colour matched gelcoat. This means that unless the truck cab is being 
painted to corporate colours there is no need to paint the Sunvisor. If painting is 
required, the quality of the Aeroz-Products Sunvisor enables this process to be 
easily completed.

Each model Sunvisor is vehicle specific and all are supplied with four  
pre-wired marker lights. An Aeroz-Products moulded Isuzu Sunvisor enhances 
both the aesthetic appeal and safety aspect of your vehicle.



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1. Aeroz-Products Sunvisors are a 
two piece construction, achieving 
strength by combining two 
individually moulded sections 
eliminating the need for exposed 
brackets. 

2. Aeroz-Products Sunvisor rear 
moulding, as well as providing 
strength, incorporate Isuzu cab 
model specific mount points. These 
points create the gap for airflow.

3. Aeroz-Products moulded Isuzu 
Sunvisors include pre-wired clear 
marker lights that are wired into the 
factory roof light system. These lights 
are high quality LED units.

4. Aeroz-Products Isuzu Sunvisors 
compliment the roof mounted 
Fuelscoop, channelling  airflow from 
windscreen to aero-device.  
(Please note: some photos show original 
amber lights)

5. There is an Aeroz-Products Isuzu 
Sunvisor suitable for N-Series and all 
F-Series cabs (narrow and wide).  
All are made to an OEM standard 
and compliment the high quality of 
the Isuzu cab. If you need a Sunvisor, 
no longer is your only choice an 
unattractive steel, or fibreglass wind-
catching ‘peak!’

SUNVISORS  
4 ISUZU TRUCKS
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